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In present day, computer gets involve with in man's activity than before. And there is more 

increase number of internet user. Especially, Electronic mail (E-mail) which it is one kind of information 

technology that is very popular because of its low cost and comfortable. From this reason, E-mail is used 

in commercial way more than before and it causes the problem of Junk Mail because the sender who 

attempting to send this kind of E-mail (Junk Mail) to many number of receivers even if the receiver never 

wants it. Almost of Junk Mail are about the offer of new product or service, or the offer of any other of 

activities that have the purpose of commercial. This aforesaid problem is the disturbance to the receiver's 

right because the receiver will be forced to received Junk Mail which he never wants it and this is cause 

the damage to the internet provider that it has to pay more cost to have the Junk Mail Filter Process and it 

needs to increase more of the frequency or channel for substitute of the Junk Mail that take the frequency 

for nothing. 

So, Junk Mail is one kind of criminal action. From the study and research, it is found out 

that the Thailand Laws in present day cannot enforce to the sending of Junk Mail. So, this thesis 

shall offer to issue a new law that has criminal enforcement and give the authority to the state to 

control and enforce to the Junk Mail effectively. From comparison with the U.S.A. and European 

Union Laws, I the writer shall propose to have a new law to be issued by apply the principal of 

subsequently consent giving or right to refuse by the receiver as the policy for prohibiting the 

Junk Mail sender not to send Junk Mail again. 


